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Executive Summary

Doubloons is a pirate-themed scavenger hunt that 
utilizes an interactive AR app designed for kids ages 
6-12. Kids complete quests and find pieces of a key that 
they will assemble, ultimately unlocking their treasure 
chest! 

The parent hides cards and pieces of the key then sets up the 
game on the app before handing the phone off to their child. 
The child then follows the instructions on the app to find the 
cards and hints which will lead them to the pieces of the key. 
Once the child finds all the pieces and assembles them they 
can unlock the treasure chest. Inside is their reward!

A treasure chest, a key and cards



An app that guides the 
scavenger hunt

Physical Features:  

Digital Features:


According to our research, many children suffer from 
low physical and social competence. Parents do not 
know what socially engaging activities would encourage 
their child to be more physically active. 

Provide an outlet that motivates the child intrinsically 
as well as extrinsically with rewards and encourages 
them to engage in physical activity while interacting 
with their parents and peers.
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Physical and Social Competence 
in Young Children

Topic of Interest



Target Audience

  years of age6-12

Target Audience



Susan Harter, PhD


 vis-A-vis one's peers (having a lot of friends, 
being easy to like, and being an important member of one's class)




 a focus on sports and outdoor games 
(doing well at sports, learning new outdoor games readily, and 
preferring to play sports rather than merely watch others play)


Social competence:

Physical competence:

“

“


Definition



Research

How could children influence one another’s social 

competence through physical activity?  

What motivates children to be physically active?



How can parents become involved in furthering their 

child’s competence?



What is considered a rewarding physical activity that 

enables children to develop their physical competence?


Research Questions



Survey findings

80
parents respondents

Research



children spend more time inside than 
outside

53.2% spend

0-2 hours outside

Research

Survey findings



Survey findings

Research

Children spend more time inside than outside


51.9% spend

2-6 hours outside



Interview 
Insights

Research



interviewees

16
 = + +
parents

11

children

3
experts


2

Interview Insights



Parent’s Insights

Parents have a lack of 
understanding of the 
importance of competence



Parents feel their children are 
less interested in doing 
physical activities�
�


Young children are 
becoming addicted to digital 
media 


Views on Social and 
Physical Competence




Outdoor activities would 
help building social and 
physical competence



Introducing kids to new 
friends

 

Have them join an 
extracurricular activity


Combating the issue



Find a way to boost 
children's motivation to 
exercise



Make socializing and 
physical activities fun



Help children be healthy 
from an early age



Wants kid to play with 
friends and become more 
confident


Changes they'd like to 
see




Interview Insights



Children’s Insights

Some children feel less 
motivated to do physical 
activities



Children are more interested in 
playing with digital devices



Some children feel less 
motivated to interact with 
other kids



Children are not taught by their 
parents to live an active 
lifestyle


Views on Social and 
Physical Competence




Feels shy and doesn’t respond 
much in social gatherings



Some children feel an 
insufficient amount of 
extrinsic support


Struggles relating to 
social and physical 
competence

Wants a new way to physically 
engage with their friends 
while staying indoors besides 
video games



Want to play with parents 
more



Wishes physical education in 
school was more engaging


Changes they'd like to 
see


Interview Insights



Expert’s Insights

Physically active children are 
more physically active as adults



Children with higher physical 
activity are likely to eat 
healthier 



Children of ages 6-7 develop 
the physical skills, motor skills 
and attention span that sports 
require�


It’s important to teach children 
sports in fun, positive ways so 
that they are motivated to learn



Sports helps with interpersonal 
skills, discipline and social skills.



Physical activity helps develop 
movement skills, coordination 
skills, motor skills, muscles and 
bones. � 


More children actively 
interested in sports��



Overall better health and 
fitness in kids



Children from ages 5-18 should 
engage in a minimum of 60 
minutes of high physical 
activity everyday�

Views on Social and 
Physical Competence




Combating the issue Changes they'd like to 
see


Interview Insights



Interview Insights

“Interactive games build competence in children since

they are intrinsically motivated to participate”

- Parent Interviewee

“I like playing games where I can do things with my friends”

- Child Interviewee

“Being more physically active helps my kids channel their energetic behaviour”

- Parent Interviewee

“Children play games and sports because they are enjoyable and engaging”

- PE Teacher

Interview Insights



Affinitization
Affinitization







Affinitization

Understanding Children’s motivation
Encouraging a child

 Motivation

Extrinsic motivation

Feedback Enjoyment

Ability

Interest

Engagement

Approval from parents

Rewards

Acknowledgement

Peer approval

Intrinsic motivation



5 WHYs
Problem: Parents don’t make a significant effort to build their child’s competence


Parents don’t understand their child’s behavior 


Children struggle to communicate their feelings



Lack of social skills


Lack of emotional competence


Parents are unaware of the importance of emotional competence



Countermeasure:  Both the parents and the children need to be 
taught emotional competence and more effective communication


5 Whys



Problem: Children aren’t as physically active


Children are taught not to be physically active



Child’s energy is considered bothersome to parents and teachers




Parents don’t have the resources or energy to occupy their child’s time


Lack of physically engaging products that keep children busy 


Children need emotional support and companionship not 
provided by existing products




Countermeasure:  A physically engaging solution that engages a child 
with either their parents or friends that burns off their energy



5 WHYs5 Whys



Problem: Some children aren’t as socially active


They are not encouraged by their parents to be socially active


They are uncomfortable interacting with others


Shy children have lack of confidence when interacting with others


Lack of perceived social competence


Lack of  interaction opportunities where the child can learn 
social skills


Countermeasure:  Providing more interaction 
opportunities in an engaging way



5 WHYs5 Whys



How Might We ?

How might we create an experience 
that will engage the child and enable 
them to interact with their peers to 
improve their social competence?


How might we encourage the parent to 
become more involved in furthering the 
child’s competence by creating an 
experience that is intrinsically 
motivating for the child?



How might we create a physical 
experience that motivates children to 
continue to engage in physical activity?



How might we create an interaction for 
a child that improves their relationship 
with their parents in an active and 
healthy way?


How might we improve physical 
competence and social competence in 
children staying indoors?




How might we?



How might we?

How might we help parents build their 
child’s physical competence in a 

socially interactive and engaging way?




User Persona

User

Personas


& Journey Map



User Persona

Jason
Biography

Age: 36

Status: Father

Job: Engineer

Location: Atlanta, GA


Personality  
Traits

Outgoing

Analytical

Motivated

Caring

Assertive


Personal Issues


Personal life



Dislikes that his son plays video games 
so often

Struggles to make a meaningful 
connection with his son


Jason and his wife work while their son goes to school. Jason’s son struggles 
with his physical competence and has a hard time making friends. He prefers 
to play video games rather than interact with his friends.


Needs


Fun and engaging activities to do with 
his son

A way to learn to communicate with his 
son better




Journey Map



User Persona

Bobby

Biography
Age: 9

Status: Child

Education: Elementary student

Location: Los Angeles, California


Personality

Traits

Calm

Reserved

Quiet

Shy

Anxious


Personal Issues


Personal life



Doesn't exercise much

Prefers to play games all day at home

Doesn't interact much with other kids

Has childhood obesity



Jason and his wife work while their son goes to school. Jason’s son struggles 
with his physical competence and has a hard time making friends. He 
prefers to play video games rather than interact with his friends.


Needs


Parents who can motivate him to do 
more physical and social activities

Intrinsic motivation to be more 
physically active

Regain self-esteem to build confidence




Journey Map



Concepts

Our Concepts



Concept Pool

Mouse Trap 
Board Game


AR Scavenger 
Hunt
 Master
 Volcano Escape


Virtual Sport 
Platform



Physical Interactive 
Board Game




Concept 1 Master

Children can connect with 
friends and engage in 
collaborative physical activities 


Children can learn different 
physical skills and sports


Connects to the bot to track 
movement/progress of the child 
and provides positive feedback 
based on performance


Parents can track child’s 
progress and see the time spent 
on learning




Concept 1 Master




Concept 1 Master




Concept 2

Volcano Escape

Children can connect 
with friends and play 
together


Fitness tracker 
monitors their 
physical activity 
which acts as reward 
in the game


Fun engaging game 
in which children are 
supposed to escape 
the volcano and help 
their friends escape




Concept 2

Volcano Escape



Concept 2

Volcano Escape



Concept 3 Doubloons

Parent answers yes or no 
to their child’s questions



Children can ask 
questions that can help 
them find different 
pieces of the object

Parent hides a reward 
that can only be 
accessed once the box is 
assembled



User sees results of their 
activity





Final Concept

Doubloons



About

Doubloons is a pirate-themed 
interactive AR app designed for kids 
ages 6-12 where kids complete 
quests to find key pieces to open a 
treasure chest filled with rewards

What is it?



Story Board Storyboard

Parent hides the 
cards

Child scans card After completing 
quests, child has to 
find the key pieces

When key is 
assembled, child can 
open the chest

A quest appears and 
has to get solved

Parent hides the 
reward in the 
chest

Parent sets up 
the scavenger 
hunt

Child can start 
the game

Let’s
 g

o !

Look 
there! I did it !



Onboarding

How is the game 
set up?



What you’ll

be doing

As the guardian of your little 
pirate’s adventure..



You’ll have to hide several 
items from the kit to help your 

little pirate get started!

Next

First, locate your

cards

Your little pirate will need 
these in order to start their 

quest!

Next

Welcome to Doubloons,

let’s get you started!

Take a quick tour on how to get 
your little pirate started


on their adventure!

Get started

Skip

Onboarding



Hide your cards

around your area


(it’s better outdoors!)

...but maybe not too hidden!

You want your pirate to find 

these by looking around!

Next

Lock the chest

With the provided key,

lock the chest to make sure it’s 

safe and sound!

Next

Hide your reward

in the chest!

Whatever it may be, place your 
prize inside the chest for your 
pirate to uncover at the end!

Next

Onboarding



Hide the key pieces!

Now hide the key pieces! 
This is where your pirate will


search pieces to unlock the chest!

Next

That’s all!

- or -

Let them use

their own device

You can now hand over

your phone to your pirate 

Onboarding



Onboarding

How does the game 
work for children?



Welcome to

the journey!

Ahoy!



In this game you’ll be searching 
for a lot of cards and doing 
many exciting quests to help 
you find key pieces to claim


your reward!

Next

AHOY MATEY!

Let’s get you started on

your journey to become 


a TRUE PIRATE!

Let’s go!

Skip

Start your

journey by looking

for these cards!

These cards are scattered all 
around your area, keep an eye!

Next

Onboarding



Onboarding

Once you’ve found

a card, press the


“Discover” button!

With your phone or tablet camera, 
aim and tap your screen to the 

card!

Next

You’ll find quests

to do!

Complete your quests to move on 
to the next step!

Next

Once you’ve completed

your quests...

...you’ll get a hint, that will


lead you to a key piece

Next



Onboarding

So, let’s begin your

journey by finding


these cards!

Let’s go!

Once you find all

key pieces

You can build a key!

Next

..and open the chest

to claim your reward,

like a TRUE PIRATE!

Next



Interaction Model Doubloons Interaction Model



Doubloons Evaluation questions

Is the user able to understand the flow and the features of the game? 

Are there any navigation issues with the app?


Is the labeling matching the user’s mental model?



Number of evaluations/testers for Lo-fi

Evaluation

5 Users

2 UX Experts
Nandika Gupta-Senior UX student at SCAD

Kapil Gulati- UX designer at The Body Shop



User evaluation

The Labeling Scan is not intuitive for children

(P 1, 3, 5)

Discover fits better in the mental model of the user

 Global Navigation Bar

Lo-Fi Mid-Fi



User evaluation

Map overview is misleading (P 1, 2, 3, 5)

The User is confused by function of the map 

Lo-Fi Mid-Fi

Map feature



User evaluation

Difficult to remember rules (P 1, 2, 3)

Help button supports the users mental model

Help feature



UX Expert evaluation

UX Inspection Insights for Low-fi prototype  

Buttons can be more intuitiv  

Show progress of the user while playing.  

Have a different and clearer onboarding process for kids and the parents.  

Add a chat feature for communication  

Having a better reward system and a clearer user flow  

Better phrasing of the hints and quests.  

Consider human factors for kids when selecting the typeface



Typeface

Rounded Mplus 1c
Rounded Mplus 1c
Rounded Mplus 1c

Typeface for children should look 
warm, friendly and have a rounded 
design. Larger fonts also enhance 
reading rate and accuracy for 
children.  
-Hughes and Wilkins, 2002; O’Brien et al., 
2005(PhD Psychology)  Mid-Fi

UX Expert evaluation

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2018.01577/full#B16



More intuitive buttons and hints

Better conceptual and intuitive hints  

Renamed buttons and redesigned 
the navigation bar

Find Me !!

Lo-Fi Mid-Fi

UX Expert evaluation



User flow

Simpler conceptual model and 
easier to understand user flow

More descriptive onboarding 
process  

The map now shows progress of 
the user in the game

Lo-Fi Mid-Fi

UX Expert evaluation



Chat feature

Added a chat feature on the 
quests page where kids can 
message their parents and get 
more personalized hints.

Mid-Fi

UX Expert evaluation



Mid-fi Overview

Discover Map Quests Chat



Number of evaluations/testers for Mid-fi

Evaluation

5 Users

2 UX Experts
Nandika Gupta-Senior UX student at SCAD

Kapil Gulati- UX designer at The Body Shop



Have a more unified design  

Unification of font sizes on the buttons  

Follow the guidelines by Apple for proper margin space  

Avoid multiple exclamation marks on the buttons  

Better visuals for the app. Work on the visuals of the map  

Work on the multiplayer feature  

Make quest page clearer

UX Expert evaluation

UX Inspection Insights for Mid-fi prototype  



Hi-fi Overview

Chat QuestsMapDiscover



Quests
Check marks have been added to completed 
quests to help show progress for the user



Made the “Hint unlock” button more clear by 
adding an exclamation mark to draw 
attention

Mid-Fi

UX Expert evaluation

Hi-Fi



Mid-Fi Hi-Fi

Now allows group chat if the user 
chooses to play with other players



Improved readability of chat functions

UX Expert evaluation

Chat feature



Improvement of Aesthetics

Added visuals to more screens to help 
orient the user



Improved titles and descriptions to be 
more clear

UX Expert evaluation

Mid-Fi Hi-Fi



Map

Improved aesthetics to give a more 
“map-like” look, which appeals to the 
user



Added chest and renders of key pieces 
for user to understand the map better

Mid-Fi Hi-Fi

UX Expert evaluation



Human Factors Human Factors


Goal Gradient Effect-extrinsic/instrinsic 
motivation

Check marks which helps show progress for the 
user to keep them motivated

Navigation bar includes text and icons

Simple wording that children understand

Sans-serif text is 18pts or greater

Feedback after finishing a task



Hi-fi Overview

Chat QuestsMapDiscover



Renders Physical Prototype 



Final Product



Timeline
Week

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Discover 
Problem

Define Problem

Prototyping

Final Deliverables (Process Book, Vision Movie, Poster & Lookbook)

Prototyping Prototyping

Evaluation

User

Testing

Evaluation

User

TestingData Collection
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